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Three types of 
incremental learning



What is continual learning?

• In classical machine learning, an algorithm has access to all training 
data at the same time

• With continual learning, two key differences are:
- the training data arrives incrementally
- the distribution from which the training data is sampled changes over time



The canonical continual learning example: Split MNIST

• MNIST dataset is split in multiple parts/episodes/tasks that must be learned sequentially
• After all tasks have been learned, the model should be good at all tasks
• Typically, no or only a small amount of data from past tasks can be stored

Important problem: catastrophic forgetting
Ø When learning a new task, deep neural networks tend to rapidly forget past tasks

Time
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Three continual learning scenarios

See also the preprint:    van de Ven & Tolias (2019) Three scenarios for continual learning. arXiv preprint, https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.07734

https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.07734


Three continual learning scenarios: intuitively

• Task-incremental learning  (Task-IL)
• Incrementally learn a set of clearly distinguishable tasks

• Domain-incremental learning  (Domain-IL)
• Learn the same type of problem in different contexts

• Class-incremental learning  (Class-IL)
• Incrementally learn a growing number of classes

Main challenge:  achieve positive transfer between tasks

Main challenge:  alleviate catastrophic forgetting

Main challenge:  learn to discriminate between objects not observed together
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Strategies for continual learning

Context-specific components Parameter regularization Functional regularization

Template-based classificationReplay
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Empirical comparison:  Split MNIST

The same sequence of contexts can be “performed” in three different ways:
     à  use for a direct comparison between the three scenarios



Empirical comparison:  Split MNIST

For method abbreviations and
references, see extra slide.

Shown is  final test accuracy (as %, averaged over all contexts). Academic continual learning setting was used. ‘Budget’ indicates number of samples per class stored in memory, ‘GM’ indicates generative 
model was learned using extra parameters. Experiments were run 20 times, reported is mean (± SEM). More comparisons in the paper: Split CIFAR-100 and a ‘task-free’ version of Split MNIST.

PyTorch code for all experiments: https://github.com/GMvandeVen/continual-learning

https://github.com/GMvandeVen/continual-learning
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Summary

• Continual learning is not a unitary problem: there are three scenarios 
that differ substantially in terms of difficulty and in terms of the 
effectiveness of different computational strategies

• Regularization-based methods often have relatively low memory and 
computational costs, but they struggle in certain settings

• Replay can work well in all three scenarios, but has relatively high 
memory and computational costs

• Class-incremental learning seems to require either replay (to allow 
comparing classes during training) or template-based classification (to 
allow comparing classes during inference)

• More details: van de Ven et al. (2022, Nature Machine Intelligence)

https://www.nature.com/articles/s42256-022-00568-3
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